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 wav, mp3, adlib, and sna files are: - stereo beat (non-stereo modes are also available); - vocal or instrumental sound effects. *Example 01: A simple bass loop* The bass loop is an example of a simple loop. It is part of the acoustic drum set which is not used in loops. The track consists of four claps with a 4-bar cycle. The following files are provided: - wav file of 128 BPM; - mp3 file of 128 BPM; -
adlib file of 128 BPM; - sna file of 128 BPM; *Example 02: Bass+claps (1) loop* The bass loop is an example of a loop with a simple structure, such as a 1--1 cycle or an 8-bar cycle. This is the chorus part of a song. The track consists of four claps with a 1--1 cycle. The following files are provided: *Example 03: Chorus+claps (1) loop* The chorus loop is an example of a loop with a simple structure,
such as a 1--1 cycle or an 8-bar cycle. This is the chorus part of a song. The track consists of two vocal sections with a 1--1 cycle and two claps with an 8-bar cycle. The following files are provided: *Example 04: Chorus+instrumental (1) loop* The chorus loop is an example of a loop with a simple structure, such as a 1--1 cycle or an 8-bar cycle. This is the chorus part of a song. The track consists of

two vocal sections with a 1--1 cycle and two claps with an 8-bar cycle. The following files are 82157476af
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